My Favorite Eslite Bookstore
林玉玲

Every time I feel frustrated or bored, Eslite Bookstore is the first place I choose
to go to relax. Its peaceful and gentle atmosphere alleviates my anxiousness when I
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walk into there.
The first sight that comes to my eyes is the transparent glass door bordered with
wood and Eslite Bookstore written in delicate words. As I touch the wooden handle,
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the tender and warm feeling spreads through my whole body. After pushing the door
open and stepping in, I hear the mellow jazz (sometimes the romantic blues) and
sense the mild light that

fills the whole bookstore. The moderate temperature as well
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as the tranquil ambience relieves every reader’s fatigue.
On the left hand side of the bookstore is the magazine zone. It’s well classified
into English-learning, vogue, exotic, and so on. The prose, history, and novel sections
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are behind the magazine zone. Every row of books is in perfect order on wooden
bookcases. In addition, the best sellers and the latest books are in the middle of the
store, placed distinctly on the flattop desk. Every reader can clearly see them and feel
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the tidy, well-organized arrangement. The right hand side of the bookstore is the
children’s world, full of fantasies, adventures and puzzle games. Sometimes kids sit
around the small table and listen to their parents reading the story vividly.
I choose to read various kinds of books depending on my mood on that day. If
I’d like to seek knowledge, I will read financial investment or English-learning books.
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If I want to know how to dress myself well or how to put on make-up, I will read the
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vogue magazine or the related books. I also can see people’s differences from their
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habits of reading in different sections. An orderly and clean book shows the readers’
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respects to one another. A whole new book makes readers coming to the bookstore
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feel the happiness as if they had just bought the book.
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The mild light, tender music, moderate temperature, and wooden decoration
release my stress because it feels like reading books in the embrace of mother earth.
The gentle breeze touches my skin and the natural music resounds in my ears. I really
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feel the serene and comfortable ambience easing my anxiousness. That’s why I love
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Eslite Bookstore.
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